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Company: K.P.P. Buffered Oral Electrolyte Paste for Performance Horses For Oral Supplement. A normal maintenance intake for horses rests in warm environments or those transported in warm weather is 1 tube per day. Horses in moderate to heavy work should receive 2-3 tubes per day. Apply no
more than 2 tubes in a single offer. Each tube contains 60 cc. GUARANTEED ANALYSIS Per 60 cc Tube Concentration Calcium (Min.) 200 mg 0.2% Calcium (Max.) 500 mg 0.6% Phosphorus (Min.) 200 mg 0.2% Salt (Min.) 20.0 g 23.5% Salt (Max.) 24.0 g 28.5% Magnesium (Min.) 200 mg 0.2%
Potassium (Min.) 4.5 g 5.0% Copper (Min.) 12 mg 141 ppm Iron (Min.) 62 mg 729 ppm Manganese (Min.) 4.5 mg 53 ppm Zinc (Min.) 30 mg 352 ppm Ingredients Salt, potassium chloride, dicalcium phosphate, magnesium oxide, dextrose, iron proteinate, zinc proteinate, copper proteinate, manganese
proteinate, glycerine, dihydroxy-aluminum sodium carbonate, silica gel, sorbic acid, methyl paraben, aluminum phosphate, natural and artificial flavors, and Yellow FD&amp;C #6 Aluminum Lake. Store storage in a cool, dry place. Protect from freezing. Guaranteed by: Kentucky Performance Products,
LLC, P.O. Box 1013, Versailles, KY 40383 1-800-772-1988 859-873-2974 KPPusa.com CPN: 1079015.1 Copyright © 2020 Animalytix LLC. Updated: 2020-11-27 Our editors independently research, test, and recommend the best products; you can learn more about our review process here. We can
receive commissions on purchases made from our chosen links. What we want Fantastic art direction Great game Dragon Ball fans will be delighted What we dis like poor campaign pacing Single player is too easy at times Goku and the company has been in different types of video games for decades,
including action RPGs, MMOs, and, of course, fighting games. One of the best dragon ball games ever to come out is Dragon Ball FighterZ, a 2D fighting game released in 2018. Dragon Ball FighterZ has beautiful visuals that look almost exactly like the hand-drawn style of the popular anime. If you were
to watch a fight in motion, you might actually think it's a fight scene from Dragon Ball Z. During a super move, the camera turns inward, giving the game more of a 3D-animated look. This feature adds an exciting visual flair that keeps things exciting. Fortunately, the game matches the beautiful visual
quality, with moves and combinations that are easy to learn but hard to master. The pick-and-play nature makes it fun for casual fans of the anime who just want to fight as Goku, Vegeta, Frieza, and other iconic characters from the Dragon Ball series. For players who want to take it a little further, the
game also has a live competitive scene that is still active today. The game launched with 21 characters, with a handful of others released later by DLC. The single-player mode has been criticized for being too easy, and the campaign mode has a fair amount of padding that ruins the pacing. However, if
you love for dragon ball and want a tight, tight, fighting game that is great for casual and competitive players, take a look at Dragon Ball FighterZ. What we want Nostalgic Arcade Mode Street Fighter for a modern audience Street Fighter is one of the franchises that is popular fighting games, and it's still
going strong today. The latest entry, Street Fighter V, was originally criticized for lack of content. Capcom, however, reviewed the most recent iteration of Street Fighter in Street Fighter V Arcade Edition, which added all the DLC of seasons 1 and 2 and improved some of the mechanics and play that
people didn't like in the original version. In addition, the single-player was renovated with the return of Arcade mode, which is a Street Fighter staple. You can go through Arcade mode in six different ways, and each unique path is based on a classic Street Fighter game. There are tons of different endings
to be found in Arcade mode, and you can sink a lot of time into the single-player offerings in Street Fighter V Arcade Edition. What we like complex game Great competitive scene What we don't like from poor tutorials Steep leather curve Tekken 7 is another solid entry in a prolonged fighting game
franchise. Bandai Namco's latest entry in the Tekken series has a ton of depth, which has made it very popular with rival fighting game fans. Tekken 7's robust competitive community is still active today, and the game regularly appears at tournaments around the world. However, if you're looking to play
Tekken 7 competitively, don't expect the in-game tutorials to help you too much. Fans have criticized the game for its steep learning curve, and the story mode doesn't/doesn't even bother to teach you some of the more advanced mechanics. However, if you're willing to look for the right resources to teach
yourself how to play, Tekken 7's competitive scene thrives, and this is the best option for competitive fighting game fans looking to try something new. What we like about Amazing crossover roster Fast, fun game What We Don't Like about Lackluster online community Ultimate Marvel VS Capcom 3 has
been a pillar of the fighting game community since it launched back in 2011, and it finally came to steam in 2017. Capcom and Marvel first teamed up for a crossover fighting match in 1996, and Ultimate Marvel VS Capcom 3 is their biggest crossover yet. You can play as 50 characters in this game, half
from Marvel and half from Capcom, in frenetic 3 vs 3 tag-team game. The computer version includes all the DLC from the original game, so you can play as bonus characters Jill Valentine and Shuma-Gorath, which were actually removed from the Xbox 360 and PS3 markets, making the computer and
modern console set the only place to play as them. And, it's the only fighting game to feature Phoenix Wright, the Ace Attorney himself. The game in Ultimate Marvel VS Capcom 3 is fantastic. Each character is unique, and the movesets pay homself the Capcom game or Marvel comic the fighters fighters
Van. Spider-Man is a fast, nimble web-slinger, while Phoenix Wright is clumsy and bouts with finger marks and paperwork. The stylized character design is an explosion to look in motion, and the detailed stages add to the appeal. The game is fun to play casually and competitively, so it will suit all kinds of
fighting game fans. Some fans have complained about the flawed online scene and performance on the computer, but there's enough offline content to keep you going for a long time. What we want fun single-player off Extended Character Adaptation What We Don't Like About Story Off visual flair The
Soulcalibur series may have lost its way a little bit with Soulcalibur V, but developers have been able to put the franchise back on track with the most recent entry, Soulcalibur VI. This entry serves as a gentle reboot for the series, and its branching out story paths are interesting and bring life back to the
story mode. Unfortunately, there aren't many CG cutscenes in the story mode, which detracts from the epic tone the story goes for. In addition to classic, returning characters, Soulcalibur VI features a robust character creator who appears more detailed and fully than ever before. After adopting the move
set of another character in the game, you can completely design the look and aesthetic of your character to look anything you want. This could lead to some crazy designs, and all it takes is a quick Google search to see some of the wacky characters players created, like a disturbingly anthropombic Sonic
the Hedgehog, to a living, breathing pistachio. Plus, Soulcalibur VI's guest character is Geralt from The Witcher, and he fits right in with the franchise's aesthetic. What we want Incredible plot Iconic roster That We Don't Like some might find game slow DC always has a smart parry to Marvel's successes,
and the fighting game genre is no exception. After the popularity of the Marvel VS Capcom series just kept on growth, D.C. responded with Injustice: Gods Among Us, a fighting game starring the most iconic heroes and of DC's extensive catalogue of characters. After the success of the first game, a
sequel was released that continues the outstanding plot of the first game. The battle in Injustice focuses on gadgets and environmental damage. And while uniquely, it may come across as slowly for some players. The single-player campaign and strong storytelling in Injustice 2 make the game stand apart
from other fighters. The first game set up a story about what happens when Superman goes evil, and the second game continues to explore character motivations and plotlines in a world where Superman is bad. The fights in the single-player mode feel significant, and you even get to influence the end at
the end of the story. Injustice 2's comic book-worthy plot is important for any DC fan to experience, especially Superman fans who take a completely different the DC universe wants to see. What we want great roster Classic game still keeps we our As lacks quality of life improvements No official ongoing
support The oldest game on this list, King of Fighters '98 is one of the most influential fighting games out there. King of Fighters '98 is often called the best match in the long-term franchise. The computer port has many additions, such as new character balances, alternate versions of some iconic King of
Fighters characters, and a port of the original NeoGeo version of King of Fighters '98. The game still holds more than 20 years later, and there's a surprising amount of content and depth to be found here. You'll have 64 to choose from, including Terry Bogard, who is now part of the DLC suit for Super
Smash Bros. Ultimate on Nintendo Switch. If you want an idea of Terry's own franchise and influences, King of Fighters '98 is a great place to start. Start.
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